TESTIMONIALS
What Alchemy Means to Me
The following thoughts were compiled from our Myth, Muses &
Scribes project, a collaboration between Alchemy, Inc. and six
teachers from the National Writing Program at Kent State University. Also find the youth’s
names, years in program, components, and colleges the seniors will attend.
The majority of these youth have been with Alchemy, Inc. 4 to 7 years. Their words speak to
Alchemy’s ability to assist in their development and improve their social and emotional skills.
_____________________________________________________________________________

Stacee
In program 7 years since 6th grade and attended after-school
program for 3 years and monthly workshops. Stacee will be
attending Kent State University.
(ACT Score – 26)
What Alchemy is to me . . .
As a child, newly shown the way of Alchemy, this incredible
program was a warm bed at night to my blistering cold
blizzard of a life. Kwame seemed to give me the key to the lock keeping me confined to this
prison of conformity and ignorance. I began to look up; I began to look at myself differently.
I was a young man; a gentleman wouldn’t be a stretch. I always seemed to want to better
myself, after high school began; bettering myself became one of my major priorities.

Isaiah
In program 6 years since 6th grade and attended after-school program for
3 middle school years, high school weekly and monthly programs.
Isaiah is a junior and will certainly attend college upon graduation.
Alchemy- this group was probably the best thing that ever happened to
me coming up as a youth into a teenager and eventually into a grown
man. Alchemy has helped me to mature and has guided me into the
right direction through the myth’s and quotes and also by the bonding
with adult male figures. It’s taught me to keep my head high and
persevere.

Brandyn
In program 3 years since 10th grade and attended in-school
weekly sessions and monthly programs. Brandyn will be
attending the University of Akron.
Alchemy is the ancient art form of turning a raw element into
something new and beautiful. Although most alchemists are no
longer around, the concepts are still very much alive. Little did I
know that I would meet one of these alchemists and he would
help turn me from a lost boy into a determined young man.
I can always vividly remember the first time I saw Dr. Scruggs. I
was another silly kid sitting in another boring assembly. He was
playing the drums with some of my friends in a circle. I was
mesmerized by the sound and wanted to be in but
unfortunately, I was not. Five years later I found out just how
little the world is when I learned that Dr. Scruggs was one of
my friend’s Dads. The first time I met him he knew who I was
before I could even fix my lips to say hello. He told me to call
him Kwame and that he wanted me to join a group he had. I
simply nodded not knowing what I was getting myself into.
When the first day of group came I was greeted by my friends
and the beat of a drum. We sat in a circle by age, and Kwame
slowly began to tell a myth to the rhythm of the drum. At the end of the myth we went
around the circle and explained what resonated with us. I soon found myself expressing my
inner most secrets. I felt a sense of inner peace and knew this group was for me.
As weeks went on I noticed a change in myself. I was studying more, working harder in
sports, and acting more and more like an adult. For the first time my G.P.A was a 3.6 for a
quarter with also having perfect attendance. Also the more I stayed in the group, the more
college seemed like the for sure next step in my future. I had no clue when this change
occurred it was as if I was a raw element being changed into something beautiful and new.
Instead I was looking forward to something new to experience every day.
I also noticed there was a change in my home life. My mom no longer had to tell me to clean
my room or do choirs, I simply did them. Relationships also seemed to change significantly. I
found myself judging people less and less. I was always so quick to deny associating with
people just because they were not just like me. Instead I was being open to let people know
me. The biggest change of all was that I learned in any aspect of life you get out what you put
in. This means that you cannot put in fifty percent effort and expect one hundred percent
results.
Now I am not claiming to be anywhere close to perfect. However since I became a part of
alchemy and met Dr. Scruggs, I am a better person. When we decide to better ourselves,
going out of our natural element, it is then that we become something beautiful and new. My
only wish now is continue to grow as an adult and maybe one day help someone as Dr.
Scruggs helped me.

Darius
In program 4 years since 9th grade year and attended weekly in-school
program and monthly workshops. Darius will be attending Eastern
Michigan University.
Alchemy has been like a black dot, surrounded by a white circle outlined in
red...kind of random but straight to the point, at a time when myths were
little more to me than bedtime stories these African American warriors
wielding drums in one hand and metaphors in the other showed me the
truth,
A group full of males society had treated like last night's vegetables and
thrown them away before ever being given a chance, like that kid at the
party with bad breath, society would not give our tongues an opportunity
to dance, so Kwame said take that neglect in your hands and allow them
to prance across goat skin coated instruments, they've replaced our hearts with drumbeats
booming at the mention of kings queens and midgets that we can’t live without, had i not
been a member of alchemy, honestly I’d probably still be positioned in the same spot, I just
might have forgotten to always keep an open mind like the lid of a teapot, this group forced
me to stop and think, when I could not quench my minds thirst for abstract thought alchemy
forced me to drop and drink, now I jump skip and hop on the brink of impossible, I live in the
realm of fiction, blessed with a diction to help me go the distance, I have no choice but to
cause friction in this smooth unconscious state the world has fallen under, don’t let the
revolution pass you by see it won’t be televised you may get caught up in deceit so attach
truth to your tongue and stop telling lies, disguising the truth deprives you of your roots,
Alchemy has taken a part in creating this theoretic poetic intellectual, equipped with
contraceptive words laced in direct thoughts, tracing back to respect as a counteraction to
neglect, projecting a concept nothing short of a GIANT dialect....

Terrance
In program 4 years since 9th grade and attended weekly in-school
and monthly sessions. Terrance will be attending Central State
University (football).
Before I got in Alchemy I was a kid running wild. Alchemy has
helped me expand my mind and talk about my problems.
I have learned quotes that I can take with me in life. The circle is a
safe place to talk about your problems. I feel like most of the boys in
Alchemy can relate to me so there is no reason not to feel safe.

Tramel
In program 4 years since 9th grade and attended
weekly in-school and monthly workshops. Tramel
plans to “discover” more about the world prior to
attending college—of which we believe he will as he is
one of our most mature and insightful students in the
group.
Alchemy is like a smokin session no harm to the body
but gives you a high off every lesson one section
complete circle with one connection Alchemy puff
puff until I’ve had enough exhale my hell heal my
broken shell. Controlled rotations that calms like
meditations. Heal ma brotha you’ll soon see with yo
patients the high gets better with more elaborations.
Let yo mind grow with all your situations. Good and
bad bad and good things you thought you never could
grow to be memories vision what you soon to be. You
and me soon to be in harmony and unity takin all the gold that we got from this here
Alchemy.

Shawntrail
In program 7 years since 6th grade. Attended after school
program for 3 years and monthly workshops while in
high school. Shawntrail is considering Hiram University.
(Honorable Mention, All-State - Basketball)
Alchemy is everything to me. I started in the sixth grade
and I’m in it to this day. To me the program came in my
life at the right time because that’s when my father had
passed away. And I needed that father figure in my life
because at that time in my life my father was my
everything. Alchemy could never take his place but it
helped me out a lot. Also I love the program because
it’s like another family, and like your family they will not let anything happen to you like
Alchemy. Like they always said “you are your brother’s keeper.”

Imani
In program 7 years since 6th grade (attended primarily
special events during middle school years). He attended
high school weekly program and monthly workshops.
Imani will be attending Case Western Reserve University.
(ACT Score - 29)
(Voted – “Best Personality” – Copley HS)
I’m in Alchemy because my dad runs the program. I
wasn’t one of the students that “needed” the program, I
am here by default.
At first I wasn’t comfortable at all and didn’t fit in. I was
the out of place “white acting kid” in the group. I haven’t
really changed much, I’m still that same suburban boy,
I’m just more comfortable in who I am.
Alchemy has done a lot more for me than just teach me
myths. I have gained many valuable life lessons
throughout the stories and quotes. I have formed
relationships with people that I never thought was
possible.
Alchemy has really helped me mature as a young man. It has assisted in my social growth as
well as mental. I am consistently surrounded by excellent mentors and role models, and they
have taught me how to represent myself and the program. The stories resonate with me on a
daily basis and I often think back on them to get through my problems. I am in a much better
place because of Alchemy.

Sam
In program 4 years since 9th grade and attended weekly inschool program and a few monthly workshops when not
wrestling in tournaments. Will attend The University of
Oklahoma on a full wrestling scholarship.
(186lb State Wrestling Champion)
Alchemy is very important to me. It’s kind of hard to
explain, it’s kind of just a part of my life now. I think I will
be a part of Alchemy for the rest of my life. The one thing
that stood out the most to me was the quotes.

Prescott
In program 7 years since 6th grade and attended 2 years of
after-school program, special events and monthly workshops.
Prescott is considering Mount Union and Hiram University.
(Honorable Mention, All-State - basketball)
A lot like Imani, I was kind of default into Alchemy because
the fact that I went to Perkins and the relationship Kwame
and my family have. A lot of the people in Alchemy are my
friends who I asked Kwame to put in the program, so
Alchemy is like a family to me. Alchemy has helped me to
think deeper than what’s just in front of me and obvious to
everyone. Kind of to read between the lines. Alchemy is
positive.

Roosevelt
In program 4 years since 9th grade and attended in-school
program and a few monthly workshops. Roosevelt will be
attending Malone (Track).
(State Runner-up – High Jump)
Alchemy is a positive influence that drives me like saffron
towards success that motivates me to do my best like a good
coach. Alchemy is a positive role model; positive people,
doing positive things. It is someone to look at and know you
can do the same. They show you that no matter where you
come from, or what color you are you can be positive.
Alchemy is something to think about when it’s time to make a
decision, to reference or think of a hero, or a story, or a quote,
or words from a mentor to make a positive decision.
Alchemy is like any number to the right of zero, Alchemy is like a proton, Alchemy is like….

Chevin
In program only one year and attended monthly
workshops on a consistent basis. Chevin will attend
Kent State University.
(All-State - football)
Alchemy to me tells me it’s okay to be yourself and
do what you want to do. Dream so big and believe
so strong in yourself and your abilities. Honestly it
runs through after every session and it just gives
you the nothing’s perfect but fuck it smile and live
your life. Also it teaches me knowledge to feed the
brain and it motivates me to read a lot, as much as
I can, and learn as much as I can.
As a human we are so much more powerful than our beliefs . . . they told me to believe and
when you do—believe till you clear all doubt.

Marlon
In program 7 years since 6th grade and attended
after-school program for 3 years and monthly
workshops. Marlon will be attending Central State
University.
(All-State - football)
For the seven years that I have been in Alchemy,
It has helped me grow from a boy to a man. The
mythological stories we read and hear you can
relate to everyday life. It helps you become a
better decision maker to help you through hard
times. It also connects you with other black males
where I learn about their problems and we are
able to help each other overcome obstacles.
Alchemy is a great group of loyalty and
brotherhood.

Chris (CJ)
In program 4 years since 9th grade and attended weekly
in-school sessions and monthly workshops. CJ plans to
attend a junior college to continue his education.
I use to be the lil snotty nose kid, who got in trouble a
lot. As I grew up nothing changed really. I skipped from
school to school gettin kicked out daily hangin around
the wrong “muthafucka’s”. Havin the perception that
every cop in da world is an enemy. It came to da point
were my parents couldn’t handle it. They threatened to
give me away but at the rate I was goin, it wouldn’t matter cuz I felt I wouldn’t live long. My
grandma was my outlet from everything, enemies and tragedies, but when she passed away I
was lost, depressed, heartbroken and even shattered. I soon turned to fascination wit thug or
“street’’ life. So that’s what I tried to do to make that my new outlet, unleashin my anger
towards others. Hopin for satisfaction or to fill an empty hole, somewhat, it was like a taste
of blood for a vampire, neva could get enough. I found myself spiraling down da wrong path. I
went from da kid wit da snotty nose, to da kid dat always get in trouble or always is
suspended. As a kid I was always told that I was throwing my life away, but it got to the
point…

D’Antonio
In program 2 years. He started with Alchemy in 6th
grade attending after-school program then returned for
his senior year attending monthly workshops.
D’Antonio will be attending Central State University
(football).
Alchemy made me change! Made me become a man. I
learned how to take responsibilities for my actions. I
learned how to change my ways and step up for my
actions. Me from being in this program since the sixth
grade, I was a knucklehead. After being in Alchemy I
learned how, if I grow up, I will be somewhere in life.
But if I would have stayed the same person I was in the
sixth grade, I would of ended up somewhere I wouldn’t
want to be. I learned by changing. I had to take a big
step in my life to and it will help determined my future.

Mike Weaver
In program 7 years since 6th grade and attended after-school
program for 3 years and monthly workshops. Mike will be attending
The University of Toledo (baseball).
Alchemy, the group full of black African adolescent males. This is the
group that changed my life. Alchemy has fed me, clothed me, and
gave me a place to sit down and discuss common things in life
through myths or expression of thoughts. Becoming a member of
Alchemy was one of the best things that ever happened to me. In this group I can relate to
different things in life and most important I can relate to people of the same race as I. I feel
safe and secure when I’m in the Alchemy circle. I’ve been in Alchemy for 6 years now and I
can honestly say that I have nothing but positive things to say about the group. From the
instructors, to the visitors, everyone has a big influence in my life. Alchemy has kept me off
the streets. Alchemy had also turned me into a mature, respectable, and confident young
man. I really admire Alchemy because of the father figures I was introduced to, because
growing up without a father was very difficult.

Dionte
In program 2 years. He started with Alchemy in 6th grade
attending after-school program then returned for his senior
year and attended a few monthly workshops. Dionte plans
to join the military.
Alchemy- when I was in middle school I first start coming
because of the candy so when I started I wasn’t really
getting the stuff we were talking about with the myth. Still
till this day I try and figure it out my way. I have stop
coming for like 3 years and I haven’t talked to Kwame. But
it did teach me to be mature. Alchemy helped me by
changing my friends and hanging with the right side instead
of the wrong. It taught me to communicate more with
people in our group.
Now I don’t come for the candy. It seems like I show up for the money, but I don’t, I come, I
listen, I share or say what I gotta say. I feel more open, because nothing leaves the circle. I’m
something like a son, well, we all can say we are. But with no father figure in my life it seems
like I had one when I come here and a lot of brothers so it taught me how to bond with
people. So I come because it’s Alchemy. Love Kwame like a father.

Shawn
In program one year and attended weekly in-school sessions
and monthly sessions. Shawn will be attending Mount Union
(Honorable Mention, All-State - football).
(ACT Score – 22)
Alchemy & Me
For my short period of time participating in Alchemy, I learned a variety of important aspects
to apply to life. Within the mythological stories, I used the lessons and messages to my
benefit when conflicts present themselves constantly. I look at every adult in Alchemy as a
mentor and father figure. The brothers that I see in the circle at each meeting present their
personal life and I also learn from their experiences. Alchemy has provided a broad view of
the things to come in life and I will forever take these teachings with me. Alchemy is one of
the best things to ever happen to me.

Alex
In program 5 years. Alex, along with his twin brother,
Adam, started in 6th grade attending the after-school
program then in his 9th grade year was re-united with
Alchemy and our in-school weekly program and
monthly workshops. Alex will be attending The
University of Akron.
To be true to myself, my heart and the foundation that
I tenaciously hold vital, the discipline of progression is
a prerequisite to growth. Alchemy is a carbon copy of
this, “ Where you sit in your old age is determined by
where you stand as a youth.” Now is when we have to
step up, abolish stereotypes and expectations; finding
the treasure chest in our chest and the valve caged in
our voice box- we have a voice. To shake naysayers, this is our opportunity to yell whispers of
hope in the eardrums of our peers. We are leaders and followers leading our purpose while
following the sage within our hearts. This is a rites of passage process into life, equipping us
with wisdom through myth. Accordingly we have the power of choice, not to be victims to
them. We have to understand that consequences do not discriminate. An environment of
brotherhood and love, we are much more than friends, we are a collection of young on the
right path. So one day, if not formerly recognized, the gold within our souls will be exposed,
and illuminate our future and the generations after. This is what Alchemy truly means to me.

Sergio
In program for 6 years since 6th grade, attending afterschool program for 3 years and monthly workshops.
Sergio is a junior but college is certainly in his plans.
Alchemy has changed the way I look at black men because
from looking at my father and other black males, they
have this stereotype that we are nothing. Alchemy has
showed me otherwise. It has also helped my leadership
skills with my peers. It helps me think and brainstorm with
the myths and comparing it to real life. The quotes are
also very helpful because it explains something in a
different way, which is easier to understand, and I really
think about the meaning of it.
Alchemy has helped me to be able to teach other people about the myths. In the future I
know I will find myself telling my own children and grandchildren about this great program
called Alchemy. I really love these great father figures in this group and I hope us young men
can carry on this legacy when Kwame can’t do it anymore.
I remember the first time I met Kwame, it was in 6th grade and he asked me if I wanted to be
in Alchemy and I said no. Then I remembered the next year in 7 th grade I really thought to
myself, and said what did this man see in me to ask me to be in this group? So, on that same
day I said let me go and try it and luckily he let me join after I had already told him no. Now,
thinking back, I am happy that I came up and said something because I would have missed
out on a great opportunity. I knew I had a purpose for this group and it showed me how to be
different from everybody else, daring to be different. That’s when I look around in the circle
and see all our young, black males being able to pour out all their feelings without letting
pride hold them back, and I really think that’s a beautiful thing.
I also realize how I am the only one out of my junior group at Buchtel that is here. I think that
is very special and I really cherish and appreciate Kwame for inviting me. So yes, I am very
glad that I joined because it has made a huge impact on my life. So thanks Kwame, I really
appreciate it.

Charlie
In program 3 years since 10th grade and attended weekly
in-school sessions and monthly workshops. Charlie will
be attending The University of Akron.
(Homecoming King – Copley HS)
Coming to Alchemy, I joined because my friends, not
knowing, what was to go in the group. From the first
group session I went to I immediately found something I
have a passion for. Alchemy to me was I’d say exposure
to other aspects of life. My favorite part of Alchemy is
the myth. With the myths there all stories of a hero
which I figured out how to relate things from the story
into real life situations I have been in. Hearing these myths and hearing things that we have
had group conversations about and relations to things other members I have gained a little
bit of wisdom in a way by being opened to other people’s lives. By being open to other
people’s lives and learning different aspects of life from our leaders and other members, I
feel it will make my decisions better and overall improve the way I live life.

Kylan
In program 2 years since his 8th grade year and has attended
monthly workshops consistently. Kylan is the youngest member
and is a sophomore at Hoban Archbishop High School. Kylan will
certainly be attending college!
Alchemy means a lot to me. I look forward to it every month. The
six things that come to mind when I think of Alchemy are: coming
together, courage, communication, it broadens the mind, future
and safe circle. In Alchemy we come together, we have fun, laugh,
and learn together. We use a huge amount of courage by sharing
some of our life long lessons and secrets with others.
We share things that happen in our life that we normally wouldn’t
tell others. But this helps us with my next topic, communication.
We do a great deal of talking, listening and writing with each
other and teachers. This does nothing but broadens the mind,
which is my next word. The myths help our imaginations grow and we relate the actions of
“the hero” to life. While doing all of this, we sit in a circle. In this circle I feel safe and all my
problems just seem to fade. The Alchemy leaders and boys are like my family. Being in
Alchemy helps me look forward to the future, and the future looks bright.

Marquise
In program 3 years since his 9th grade year and has attended the
weekly in-school program and monthly workshops. Marquise is
a junior in high school and plans to attend college.
(Black-Belt)
Alchemy is a community of many different individuals, coming
together as a family to better themselves.
Alchemy has helped me focus more on school and where I want
to go in the future. Being in Alchemy has opened me to reading
books outside of school.
When we come together as a group it’s a time to relax, talk about myth and better yourself.
Alchemy has given me motivation to strive for greatness. It is a form of mind elevation and
life transformation.
My Six Words about Alchemy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Family
Self Empowerment
Unity
Transformation
Hope
Relaxing
Ryan

In program 2 years. Attended one full year of after-school
program then returned for his senior year and attended a
few monthly workshops. Ryan will be attending Stark
Tech Community College.
March 15, 2005 is the first entry in my journal. The first
day I started Alchemy. I came every day after school for
the Skittles and snacks. I was only 12 years old and I didn’t
really know much about life or the understanding of it. At
first I couldn’t relate to the myths or understand them,
but as time went on I started to understand. I left the
program as I changed schools and lost contact with
Kwame.
I rejoined the program a few months back and I understood and related to the myths better.
Alchemy helped me think and understand things better. It has motivated me to show
everybody that black men can do more than rap or play basketball or play football or be more
than an entertainer but be something helpful to the world.

Adam
In program 5 years. Adam, along with his twin brother,
Alex, started in 6th grade attending the after-school
program then in his 9th grade year was re-united with
Alchemy and our in-school weekly program and
monthly workshops. Alex will be attending The
University of Akron.
Life is Alchemy
And my paper mache insecurities were
Created from week old newspaper clippings
And fifty cent piece whole slave wanted Posters.
And my wastebasket poems are just some
Of the African spirituals written by the
Africans in America that were forced to
Work for the exact trees that surrounds me,
They have carbon copied the tears they
Shed into the clouds, because the air that were
Breathed.
Nate
In program one year as a freshman attending in-school sessions. Nate
returned his senior year and attended a couple of monthly workshops and
special events. Nate will be attending Indiana University.
(Division Two 100 and 200 meters State Champion - Track)

The following was taken from a text Nate sent to Kwame:
Thanks a lot. You helped me more than you think even though we lost touch. I wouldn’t have
made it without the myths. “The Water of Life” is the myth I will take with me to college. You
are a dad to all of us . . . Like you said I think it’s he who’s without a guide it takes two years
for a one-day journey, I think that’s it but you are my guide. I love you for that.

______________________________________________________________________________

The following will be turning–in their testimonials
. . . after some time . . . or maybe a lot of time . . .
___________________________________________________________________________________

Tyler
In program 7 years since 6th grade. He attended the afterschool program for 3 years and monthly workshops. Tyler
already has two years of college behind him as he graduated
from Akron Public Schools Early College Program. Tyler will
continue his college career at Tiffin University (football).

Maurice
In program 6 years since 6th grade and attended after-school program
3 years and monthly workshops. Maurice plans to attend Stark Tech
College.

Jazel
In program 5 years since his 6th grade year where he attended
after-school program for 3 year then returned in his junior
year to attend monthly workshops. Jazel will be attending
Cincinnati State.
(All-State – Basketball)

Aaron
In program during 6th grade and returned in his senior year to
attend a few special event workshops. Aaron was one of our top
students during his 6th grade year. He will be attending The Ohio
State University.

Terrell
In program 2 years and attended weekly in-school sessions
before moving out of state. Terrell will be attending Glenville
State College (football)

DeShawn
In program 3 years and attended in-school sessions and a few
monthly workshops. DeShawn is somewhat “undecided” on his
immediate plans but has always indicated college is in his future . . .
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